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Enhanced Outbound

SafeSend Outbound Filtering
TM

Much of the email security industry today focuses on inbound threat protection, and many companies
imprudently downplay the importance of adding protection from email threats and abuse within the
organization. SafeSend Enhanced Outbound provides this vital layer of protection, allowing you to
protect your company’s reputation and preventing sensitive information from being leaked via email.

Good messages which pass our security layers
continue to the intended message recipient
utilizing TLS encryption standards (when
available) and incurring no latency.

Not allowed

Outgoing messages from users within your
organization which contain spam, viruses,
or policy-violating content are stopped from
being sent and quarantined for admin review.

Good!

Recipient

Your Users

Protect your business and safeguard its reputation
Protects from spam proliferation

Prevents sensitive info leaks

See which recipients support TLS

Inadvertently sending spam and viruses

Utilize pre-defined content lexicons to

SecureCircle checks to see if your

makes you look bad, but our advanced

secure data such as Social Security or

contacts accept TLS encrypted email. If

filtering capabilities keep the blame for

credit card numbers, or create custom

they do, you can force SafeSend to

viruses and spam from coming back to

rules to cover your specific policies or

always use TLS when sending to

your company.

legal compliance needs.

certain addresses or domains.

Stop email w/banned attachments

Improves email deliverability

Regulatory compliance footers

SafeSend gives your administrators the

Clean internal email in the cloud

Create totally customizable email

ability to define which attachment

significantly lowers the risk of improper

footers so you comply to the legal

types are detected, and then lets you

routing and noncompliant messages

regulations and standards required by

assign custom actions such as BCC,

and strengthens your image of profes-

your industry. All email sent from your

quarantine, or destroy.

sionalism.

domain will include your footer.
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Realtime blocking notifications
If someone tries to send an email that violates company policy or contains
malicious content, SafeSend will block the email and immediately notify
them that the message was held. If the administrator permissions allow it,
they can easily release the email for delivery with a single click.

Policy-based outbound compliance
SafeSend gives administrators the ability to define which content is not
permitted for email distribution. Utilize pre-defined content lexicons to
secure data such as Social Security or credit card numbers, or create
custom rules to cover your specific policies or legal compliance needs.
Inadvertently sending spam and viruses makes you look bad. SafeSend
takes all the awesome features of CloudFilter’s advanced filtering systems
and adds more outbound message management such as email footers, TLS
encryption enforcement and policy based compliance.

Custom footers
Government regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPAA,
and Gramm-Leach-Bliley, have created the need for
companies to comply with email-based regulations.
SafeSend lets you add a compliance message in the
footer of every outbound message, helping your organization keep up with current standards.
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